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Abstract
In this paper, boundary cubic rooted planar maps are investigated and exact enumerative formulae are given. First, an enumerative
formula for boundary cubic inner-forest maps with the size (number of edges) as a parameter is derived. For the special case of
boundary cubic inner-treemaps, a simple formulawith two parameters is presented. Further, according to the duality, a corresponding
result for outer-planar maps is obtained. Finally, some results for boundary cubic planar maps and general planar maps are obtained.
Furthermore, two known Tutte’s formulae are easily deduced in the paper.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The enumerative theory of rooted planar maps was founded by Tutte in the 1960s. His original papers [12–15] have
laid a groundwork for the theory. Since then, the theory has been developed by some scholars, such as Brown [3,4],
Mullin [11], Harary et al. [6], Bender and Wormald [1], Liu [7–10], Cai [5] and so on. This paper mainly concentrates
on boundary cubic rooted planar maps which are extensions of planar Halin maps and are shown to have a central
importance for maps on a general surface.
The article begins with some deﬁnitions. Terms without deﬁnition can be found in [9,10] for enumeration and in [2]
for graphs.
Amap is a connected graph cellularly embedded on a surface.A dart of amap on an orientable surface is a vertex–edge
incidence pair. A map M on an orientable surface is rooted if a dart (vr(M), er(M)) of M is distinguished as the root
r(M) of M . The root-vertex is vr(M), the root-edge is er(M) and the root-face fr(M) is the face incident to er(M)
and on its right to an observer on er(M) facing away from the root. In the paper, maps are always rooted and planar
(embedded on the surface of a sphere).
An outer-planar map is a planar map such that the boundary of the root-face contains all vertices.
A boundary cubic map is a map such that all vertices on the root-face boundary are of valency 3.
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A boundary cubic inner-forest map is a boundary cubic map such that the map obtained by deleting all edges on the
root-face boundary is a forest. Similarly, a boundary cubic inner-tree map is deﬁned.
The following enufunction is always used in this paper:
fM = fM(x, y, z) =
∑
M∈M
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M),
where m(M), l(M) and n(M) are the valency of the root-vertex, the valency of the root-face and the size of M,
respectively. In addition, the following enufunctions are also employed:
FM(x, z) = fM(x, 1, z), HM(y, z) = fM(1, y, z), hM(z) = fM(1, 1, z).
Let (i)(x)fM denote the coefﬁcient of the term x
i of enufunction fM. Others are similarly deﬁned.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, boundary cubic inner-forest maps are surveyed and an exact
enumerative formula with the size as a parameter is given. For the special case of boundary cubic inner-tree maps, a
simple formula with two parameters is obtained. Further, according to duality, a corresponding result for outer-planar
maps is derived. In the third section, the corresponding results for boundary cubic maps and general planar maps are
provided.
2. Boundary cubic inner-forest maps
For a boundary cubic map M, we operate on it as follows: the edges on the boundary of the root-face are contracted
along the direction of the root. The operation continues until the boundary of the root-face becomes a vertex. The map
M ′ obtained by the operation is called the contracted map of M, where the obtained vertex is the new root-vertex and
the edge incident with the root-vertex of M and not on the boundary of the root-face of M is the new root-edge.
Conversely, a map M ′ with the valency m(M ′) of the root-vertex can be extended into a boundary cubic map M
by splitting the root-vertex into m(M ′) vertices and joining the vertices by new edges in turn, where the new vertex
incident with the root-edge of M ′ is the root-vertex of M and the added edge incident with the root-vertex and along
the orientable direction is the root-edge of M. The map M is called the extended map of M ′.
For example, the operation on a boundary cubic inner-forest map is shown in Fig. 1.
From the above procedure, the following lemma can be easily deduced.
Lemma 1. Let M(m, n) and B(m, n) be the sets of all planar maps of size n with root-vertex valency m and all
boundary cubic maps of size n with root-face valency m for m, n1, respectively. Then
|M(m, n)| = |B(m,m + n)|,
and there exists a 1-to-1 correspondence betweenM(m, n) and B(m,m + n).
LetM be the set of all boundary cubic inner-forest maps.Mc is the set each of whose elements is the contracted
map of some map inM. According to Lemma 1, in order to determine the cardinality ofM, it is only necessary to
determine that ofMc. For convenience,Mc includes the vertex map ϑ, regarded as the contracted map of a loop.
Mc is divided into three subsets:McI ,McII andMcIII, i.e.,
Mc =McI +McII +McIII, (2.1)
Fig. 1.
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whereMcI consists of a single map ϑ, and{
McII = {M ∈Mc: the root-edge er(M) is a cut-edge},
McIII = {M ∈Mc: the root-edge er(M) is not a cut-edge}.
Let fMc = fMc(x, y, z) be the enufunction ofMc, i.e.,
fMc = fMc(x, y, z) =
∑
M∈Mc
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M), (2.2)
where m(M) , l(M) and n(M) are the valency of the root-vertex, the valency of the root-face and the size of M,
respectively.
Clearly, the contribution fMcI ofM
c
I to fMc is given by
fMcI = 1. (2.3)
Lemma 2. LetMc〈II〉 = {M − er(M)|M ∈McII}. Then
Mc〈II〉 =Mc ×T, (2.4)
whereT is the set of all plane trees, and × represents the Cartesian product of sets.
Proof. For any M ∈ McII, since the root-edge er(M) of M is a cut-edge, M − er(M) is made of two maps. By
considering the character ofMc one can show that one is inMc and the other inT. Thus M − er(M) ∈ Mc ×T.
HenceMc〈II〉 ⊆Mc ×T.
Conversely, for (M1,M2) ∈Mc ×T, M1 ∈Mc, M2 ∈ T, one may construct the map M ′ by adding a new edge
as the root-edge er(M ′) of M ′ from the root-vertex of M1 to that of M2 and choosing the root-vertex of M1 as the
root-vertex of M ′. Then M ′ ∈McII and M ′ − er(M ′) = (M1,M2). SoMc ×T ⊆Mc〈II〉. 
A planted tree is a rooted plane tree such that the root-vertex is of valency 1. LetT1 be the set of all planted trees
and fT1 = fT1(x, y, z) is its enufunction, then
fT1 = fT1(x, y, z) =
∑
M∈T1
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M) = xy2z
∑
M∈T
yl(M)zn(M)
= xy2z
∑
m0
(
fT1
x
)m
= xy2z 1
1 − fT1/x
.
Therefore fT1 = (x/2)(1 −
√
1 − 4y2z).
From Lemma 2, the contribution fMcII ofM
c
II to fMc can be evaluated. It is
fMcII = fT1 × fMc =
x
2
(
1 −
√
1 − 4y2z
)
fMc . (2.5)
Lemma 3. LetMc〈III〉 = {M − er(M)|M ∈McIII}. Then
Mc〈III〉 =Mc.
Proof. For any M ∈McIII, since the root-edge er(M) is not a cut-edge, M − er(M) ∈Mc according to the deﬁnition
ofMcIII.
On the other hand, for any M ∈Mc with root-face valency l(M), the map M ′ can be obtained from M as follows:
a new edge is added as the root-edge of M ′ from the root-vertex of M to any angle of its root-face boundary. Because
there are two loops incident with the root-vertex vr(M), there are (l(M) + 1) ways to add the new edge. 
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From Lemma 3, since the new root-edge contributes 2 or 1 to the root-vertex valency depending on that the new
root-edge is a loop or not, the contribution fMcIII ofM
c
III to fMc is given by
fMcIII = xyz
∑
M∈Mc
⎛
⎝l(M)∑
i=0
yi
⎞
⎠ xm(M)zn(M) − xyzfMc(x, 1, z)fMc + x2yzfMc(x, 1, z)fMc .
By simpliﬁcation, the following equation can be obtained:
fMcIII =
xyz
1 − y (FMc − yfMc) − (1 − x)xyzFMcfMc , (2.6)
where FMc = fMc(x, 1, z), i.e.,
FMc(x, z) =
∑
M∈Mc
xm(M)zn(M). (2.7)
Lemma 4. The enufunction fMc(x, y, z) deﬁned in (2.2) satisﬁes the following functional equation:⎧⎨
⎩(1 − y)
⎡
⎣1 − x
(
1 −√1 − 4y2z)
2
+ (1 − x)xyzFMc
⎤
⎦+ xy2z
⎫⎬
⎭ fMc = 1 − y + xyzFMc , (2.8)
where FMc(x, z) = fMc(x, 1, z).
Proof. From (2.1), (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6), we have
fMc = fMcI + fMcII + fMcIII = 1 +
x
(
1 −√1 − 4y2z)
2
fMc + xyz1 − y (FMc − yfMc) − (1 − x)xyzFMcfMc .
By simpliﬁcation, (2.8) can be obtained. 
Let x = 1 in (2.8); then the following functional equation is obtained:[
(1 − y)
(
1 − 1 −
√
1 − 4y2z
2
)
+ y2z
]
HMc = 1 − y + yzhMc , (2.9)
where HMc = fMc(1, y, z), hMc = fMc(1, 1, z) = FMc(1, z).
Substitute y = (z) into Eq. (2.9) and equate the two sides to zero, i.e.,⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(1 − )
(
1 − 1 −
√
1 − 42z
2
)
+ 2z = 0, (i)
1 − + zhMc = 0. (ii).
For (i), the following can be obtained:
2z = (− 1)(2 − ).
Let = − 1; then
= (+ 1)
2
1 −  z, zhMc =

+ 1 .
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By employing Lagrangian inversion (for a reference, one can see [9, Section 1.5]), we have
(n)(z) zhMc =
1
n
(n−1)()
[
(+ 1)2n
(1 − )n ×
d
d
(

+ 1
)]
= 1
n
(n−1)()
[
(+ 1)2n−2
∑
k=0
1
k! ×
(n + k − 1)!
(n − 1)!
]
=
n−1∑
k=0
(2n − 2)!
n!k!(n − 1 − k)!
= 2n−1 [2(n − 1)]!
n!(n − 1)! .
Then
zhMc =
∑
n0
2n−1 [2(n − 1)]!
n!(n − 1)! z
n
,
i.e.,
hMc =
∑
n0
2n
(2n)!
n!(n + 1)!z
n = 1 + 2z + 8z2 + 40z3 + 224z4 + 1344z5 + · · · . (2.10)
Theorem 1. The number NM(n) of distinct boundary cubic inner-forest maps with the size n (n1) of the forest
obtained by deleting all edges on the root-face boundary is
NM(n) = 2
n(2n)!
n!(n + 1)! .
Proof. From Lemma 1 and (2.10), the theorem can be derived. 
For the special case of boundary cubic inner-tree maps, an explicit expression with two parameters is obtained.
LetM′ be the set of all boundary cubic inner-tree maps andMc′ be the contraction ofM′. Similarly, f
Mc
′ is deﬁned
as the enufunction ofMc′ , i.e.,
f
Mc
′ (x, y, z) =
∑
M∈Mc′
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M). (2.11)
Lemma 5. The enufunction f
Mc
′ deﬁned in (2.11) satisﬁes the following functional equation:
(1 − y + xyz)f
Mc
′ = (1 − y)x2yz + x(1 − y)
2
(
1 −
√
1 − 4y2z
)
+ xy2zF
Mc
′ , (2.12)
where F
Mc
′ = f
Mc
′ (x, 1, z), i.e.,
F
Mc
′ = F
Mc
′ (x, z) =
∑
M∈Mc′
xm(M)zn(M). (2.13)
Proof. Mc′ is partitioned into two subsets:Mc′I andMc
′
II , i.e.,
Mc
′ =Mc′I +Mc
′
II , (2.14)
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where{
Mc
′
I = {M ∈Mc
′
: er(M) is a cut-edge},
Mc
′
II = {M ∈Mc
′
: er(M) is not a cut-edge}.
Similar to Lemmas 2–4, the following equation can be deduced:
f
Mc
′ = x
2
(
1 −
√
1 − 4y2z
)
+ xyz
∑
M∈Mc′
⎛
⎝l(M)−1∑
i=1
yi
⎞
⎠ xm(M)zn(M) + x2yz
= x
2
(
1 −
√
1 − 4y2z
)
+ xy
2z
1 − y FMc′ −
xyz
1 − y fMc′ + x
2yz.
By simpliﬁcation, (2.12) is obtained. 
Lemma 6. The enufunction F
Mc
′ determined by (2.12) has the following explicit expression:
F
Mc
′ = 1 + x2z +
∑
m0 nm
(2n − m − 1)!
(n − m)!(n − m + 1)!x
mzn. (2.15)
Proof. Substitute y = (x, z) into (2.12) and equate the two sides to 0, i.e.,
{1 − + xz = 0, (1)
(1 − )x2z + (1 − )x
2
(1 −
√
1 − 42z) + 2xzF
Mc
′ = 0. (2)
Let = − 1; then from (1) we have = (+ 1)xz. Let = (+ 1)z, 1 =1(, ) = + 1, 2 =2(, ) = + 1;
then
= 1z, = 2xz.
Thus,
F
Mc
′ = 
2
(+ 1) +

2(+ 1)
(
1 −√1 − 4(+ 1)) ,
(, ) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
1 − 
1
× 1

− 
1
× 1

− 
2
× 2

1 − 
2
× 2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠= 11 +  .
By employing bivariate Lagrangian inversion (for a reference, one can see [9, Section 1.5]), we have
(m,k)(xz,z)FMc′ = 
(m,k)
(,)
{[
2
(+ 1) +

2(+ 1)
(
1 −√1 − 4(+ 1))] (+ 1)m(+ 1)k 1
1 + 
}
= (m,k)
(,)
⎡
⎣−12(1 + )m+k−2 + (1 + )m+k−1∑
i0
(2i)!
(i + 1)!i!
i (1 + )i
⎤
⎦
.
When k = −1 and m = 2 , then
(2,−1)
(,) [−12(1 + )−1] = 1, i.e., (2,1)(x,z)FMc′ = 1. (2.16)
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When k0, then
(m,k)
(,)
⎡
⎣(1 + )m+k−1∑
i0
(2i)!
(i + 1)!i!
i (1 + )i
⎤
⎦= (2k)!
(k + 1)!k!
(
2k + m − 1
m − 1
)
.
Let n = m + k; then
(m,n)(x,z) FMc′ =
[2(n − m)]!
(n − m + 1)!(n − m)!
(
2n − m − 1
m − 1
)
= (2n − m − 1)!
(n − m)!(n − m + 1)! . (2.17)
From (2.13), (2.16) and (2.17), (2.15) can be deduced. 
Theorem 2. The enufunctionH1(y, z) of the set of all boundary cubic inner-tree maps with two parameters of root-face
valency l (l1) and size n has the following explicit expression:
H1(y, z) = y2z3 +
∑
l1 n2l
(2n − 3l − 1)!
(n − 2l)!(n − 2l + 1)!y
lzn. (2.18)
Proof. According to Lemma 1, (2.16) and (2.17), (2.18) can be deduced by substituting m and n for l and n − l,
respectively; that is
H1(y, z) = yz2 + yz3 + 2yz4 + 5yz5 + 14yz6 + 42yz7 + 132yz8 + 429yz9 + 1430yz10 + · · ·
+ y2z3 + y2z4 + 3y2z5 + 10y2z6 + 35y2z7 + 126y2z8 + 462y2z9 + 1716y2z10 + · · · . 
Remark. A known result, Tutte’s formula NT(n) for counting rooted planar trees with size n in [15], can be obtained
from (2.18) by substituting l and n for 1 and n + 2, respectively; i.e.,
NT(n) = (2n)!
n!(n + 1)! .
LetMo be the dual set of the contraction setMc of all boundary cubic inner-forest maps. It is seen thatMo is the
set of all outer-planar maps. Similarly, fMo is deﬁned as the enufunction ofMo, i.e.,
fMo = fMo(x, y, z) =
∑
M∈Mo
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M). (2.19)
Theorem 3. The enufunction fMo deﬁned in (2.19) satisﬁes the following functional equation:{
(1 − x)
[
1 − y(1 −
√
1 − 4x2z)
2
+ (1 − y)xyzHMo
]
+ x2yz
}
fMo = 1 − x + xyzHMo , (2.20)
where HMo = fMo(1, y, z).
Proof. By duality, (2.20) can be derived by substituting x, y and FMc in (2.8) for y, x and HMo , respectively. 
Theorem 4. The number NMo(n) of distinct outer-planar maps of size n is
NMo(n) =
2n(2n)!
(n + 1)!n! .
Proof. By duality and (2.10), the theorem can be proved. 
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3. Boundary cubic maps
According to Lemma 1, it is enough to determine the cardinality of the set of all planar maps in order to determine
that of the set of all boundary cubic maps.
LetMs be the set of all planar maps.Ms may be partitioned into three parts as
Ms =MsI +MsII +MsIII, (3.1)
whereMsI consists of a single map ϑ, and{
MsII = {M ∈M: er(M) is a cut-edge},
MsIII = {M ∈M: er(M) is not a cut-edge}.
Let fMs = fMs(x, y, z) be the enufunction ofMs, i.e.,
fMs =
∑
M∈Ms
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M). (3.2)
Clearly, the contribution fMsI ofMsI to fMs is
fMsI = 1. (3.3)
Lemma 7. LetM〈sII〉 = {M − er(M)|M ∈MsII}. Then
M〈sII〉 =M×M.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 2, the lemma can be deduced. 
From Lemma 7, the contribution fMsII ofMsII to fMs is as follows:
fMsII = xy2z × fMs × HMs , (3.4)
where
HMs = fMs(1, y, z) =
∑
M∈Ms
yl(M)zn(M). (3.5)
Lemma 8. LetM〈sIII〉 = {M − er(M)|M ∈MsIII}. Then
M〈sIII〉 =Ms.
Proof. Lemma 8 can be proved by the same means used for Lemma 3. 
According to Lemma 8, by considering the cases where the root-edge is a loop or not, one can show that the
contribution fMsIII ofMsIII to fMs is as follows:
fMsIII = xyz
∑
M∈Ms
⎛
⎝l(M)∑
i=0
yi
⎞
⎠ xm(M)zn(M) − xyzfMsFMs + x2yzfMsFMs
= xyz
1 − y (FMs − yfMs) − (1 − x)xyzfMsFMs , (3.6)
where FMs = fMs(x, 1, z).
Lemma 9. The enufunction fMs deﬁned in (3.2) satisﬁes the following functional equation:
{(1 − y)[1 − xy2zHMs + (1 − x)xyzFMs ] + xy2z}fMs = 1 − y + xyzFMs . (3.7)
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Proof. From (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), we have
fMs = fMsI + fMsII + fMsIII
= 1 + xy2zfMsHMs +
xyz
1 − y (FMs − yfMs) − (1 − x)xyzFMsfMs .
By simpliﬁcation, (3.7) is deduced. 
Let x = 1 in (3.7); then
(1 − y)y2zH 2Ms − (1 − y + y2z)HMs + 1 − y + yzhMs = 0. (3.8)
For (3.8), the following parametric expresses can be deduced:
= z
1 − 3 , hMs =
1 − 4
(1 − 3)2 .
Applying Lagrangian inversion (for a reference, one can see [9, Section 1.5]), one may ﬁnd that
(n)(z)hMs =
1
n
(n−1)()
[(
1
1 − 3
)n
d
d
(
1 − 4
(1 − 3)2
)]
= 1
n
(n−1)()
[
6
(1 − 3)n+3 −
4
(1 − 3)n+2 −
24
(1 − 3)n+3
]
= 2 × 3n (2n)!
n!(n + 2)! .
We have
hMs =
∑
n0
2 × 3n (2n)!
n!(n + 2)!z
n = 1 + 2z + 9z2 + 54z3 + 378z4 + 2916z5 + · · · . (3.9)
Remark. (3.9) is Tutte’s known formula [14] for counting general rooted planar maps with n edges.
Theorem 5. The number NM3(n) of distinct boundary cubic maps with n (n1) edges of the non-root face is
NM3(n) = 2 × 3n
(2n)!
n!(n + 2)! .
Proof. From Lemma 1 and (3.9), the theorem can be derived. 
LetM∗s be the dual set ofMs; then it is clear thatM∗s is also the set of all planar maps. The enufunction fM∗s ofM
∗
s
is
fM∗s (x, y, z) =
∑
M∈M∗s
xm(M)yl(M)zn(M). (3.10)
Lemma 10. The enufunction fM∗s deﬁned by (3.10) satisﬁes the following functional equation:
{(1 − x)[1 − x2yzFM∗s + (1 − y)xyzHM∗s ] + x2yz}fM∗s = 1 − x + xyzHM∗s . (3.11)
Proof. By duality and (3.7), the theorem can be proved by substituting x, y, FMs and HMs in (3.7) for y, x,HM∗s and
FM∗s , respectively. 
Let y = 1 in (3.11); then the following equation can be derived:
(1 − x)x2zF 2M∗s − (1 − x + x
2z)FM∗s + 1 − x + xzhM∗s = 0, (3.12)
where hM∗s = fM∗s (1, 1, z).
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For (3.12), the following parametric expressions can be deduced:
= x 1 + (1 + )
1 + 2 ; = z
(1 + 2)2
1 −  ; (1 − x)FM∗s = 1 −
1 − 
1 −  .
By using Lagrangian inversion, one can obtain
FM∗s =
∑
n0
(2n)!
n!(n + 1)!x
2nzn +
∑
1n
1m2n−1
∑
0km−1
m−k−1
2  in
0 jn−i
1(m, n, i, j, k)2(m, n, i, j, k)x
mzn, (3.13)
where⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1(m, n, i, j, k) =
2j (2n − 3i − 3j − 1)(3m − 3k − 5i − 1)
(n + 1)(m − k)(m − k + 1) ,
2(m, n, i, j, k) =
(2n − i − j)!(2n + k − m − 1)!(m − k + 1)!
j !n!(n − i − j)!(2n + k − m − j − 1)!(2i + k − m + 1)!
× 1
(m − k − i − 1)!(m − k − i + 1)! .
(3.14)
Theorem 6. The enufunction H2(y, z) of the set (all boundary cubic maps with two parameters of root-face valency l
(l1) and size n) has the following explicit expression:
H2(y, z) =
∑
l1
(2l)!
l!(l + 1)!y
2lz3l
+
∑
1n−l
1 l2n−2l−1
∑
0k l−1
l−k−1
2  in−1
0 jn−l−i
1(l, n − l, i, j, k)2(l, n − l, i, j, k)ylzn,
where 1(l, n − l, i, j, k) and 2(l, n − l, i, j, k) are deﬁned in (3.14).
Proof. From Lemma 1, the theorem can be derived by substituting m and n in (3.13) and (3.14) for l and n − l,
respectively, i.e.,
H2(y, z) = yz2 + 2yz3 + y2z3 + 9yz4 + 2y2z4 + 54yz5 + 9y2z5
+ 3y3z5 + 713yz6 + 54y2z6 + 11y3z6 + 2y4z6 + · · · . 
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